Can I sell synthetic yarns?
In a word, no. They do not fit with our personal ethos and are not what our festival-goers expect from our
event. We are happy to accept blended yarns or fibres that have no more than 30% synthetic fibres, for
example 75% merino 25% nylon sock yarns are fine.
Can I sell ready made knitted or crocheted items?
Again, no. Our festival-goers are looking for the raw materials to make these items themselves. Garments
made from woven or recycled materials may be considered as will homewares or decorative felted items.
Project bag makers are welcome to apply but we are not looking for handbags or sporran makers. We are
also not looking for applications from food or beverage vendors and charities with no link to the textile arts.
How many vendor passes do I get?
Each business is allocated 2 vendor passes. Additional passes can be applied for and cost the same as a
single day entry ticket.
I don't have social media accounts, is this a problem?
We will only be accepting applications from businesses who have at least an active Facebook or Instagram
account, preferably both. It is the joint responsibility of all vendors and Perth Festival of Yarn to actively
promote this event.
Can I park at the venue?
There will be free vendor parking at the venue, however, we would ask that where possible as many of these
spaces are left clear for Festival-goers
Is their Wi-Fi available for taking payments at the venue?
There is, however, we would recommend bringing a device which has your own secure connection. Our
venue has a public network which can go down due to heavy demand and make also block sites including
PayPal.
Do you provide booths or exhibition shells?
No. We provide spaces and chairs only; however we can provide tables as well for an extra small additional
cost upon application . The feedback we have received from both the public and vendors at previous events
is that they prefer more spacious feel that this open-plan layout provides as well as deterring theft. You may
use gridwalls or your own shelving systems safely and at your own discretion.
Can I get electricity to my stall?
We will accommodate this as much as we can on request with no additional cost.
Can I ship stock to the festival in advance?
Overseas vendors can arrange to have their yarn shipped and transported to the Festival site in advance
upon request. There may be an additional charge for storage.

